
Remote Curriculum  

Year 11 - English  
How it Works:  

1. Find the correct week commencing row.   

2. Find today’s day - There are up to 3 different lessons in each day – you won’t run out of work.  

3. Choose a lesson – hold ctrl and click the chosen link.  

a. If you don’t recognise the work, it appears too difficult or the link doesn’t load:  

i. Try another task – look at the previous/ next lesson or look at other days.  

4. Some lessons have links to PowerPoints and other resources beneath the video and/ or Starter Quiz  

5. Complete any starter quizzes.  

a. Write your answer down  

b. Mark your answers and write down any corrections  

6. Watch the videos and take notes.  

7. Pause if/ when instructed to do so to answer questions or respond.  

8. Complete and go onto the next one.  
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Day  

Lesson 1-  

Technical 

Accuracy  

Lesson 2-  

Revising Literature  

Lesson 3-  

Revising Language  

1/1/2024  A  

Monday        

Tuesday        

Wednesday  Past simple verbs and 

capital letters  
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=11

1&lesson=433   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=146&

lesson=4868   
Thursday  Capital letters and 

irregular verbs  
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=1861   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=146&

lesson=4869   
Friday  The ‘Subject’ of the 

sentence  
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=1862   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=146&

lesson=4870   

8/1/2024  B  

Monday  Singular and plural 

subjects  
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=1863   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=146&

lesson=4871   
Tuesday  Incomplete sentences 

and tense  
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=1864   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=146&

lesson=4872   
Wednesday  Fused sentences and 

capital letters  
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=1865   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=146&

lesson=4873   
Thursday  Incomplete sentences  https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=1866   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=146&

lesson=4874   

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/past-simple-verbs-and-capital-letters-6xk30e
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/past-simple-verbs-and-capital-letters-6xk30e
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/past-simple-verbs-and-capital-letters-6xk30e
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=111&lesson=433
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=111&lesson=433
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=111&lesson=433
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=111&lesson=433
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4868
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4868
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4868
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4868
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/capital-letters-and-irregular-verbs-6gvp8e
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/capital-letters-and-irregular-verbs-6gvp8e
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/capital-letters-and-irregular-verbs-6gvp8e
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1861
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1861
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1861
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1861
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4869
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4869
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4869
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4869
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/subject-verb-agreement-6wtp2c
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/subject-verb-agreement-6wtp2c
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/subject-verb-agreement-6wtp2c
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1862
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1862
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1862
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1862
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4870
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4870
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4870
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4870
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/singular-and-plural-subjects-6njkcc
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/singular-and-plural-subjects-6njkcc
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/singular-and-plural-subjects-6njkcc
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1863
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1863
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1863
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1863
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4871
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4871
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4871
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4871
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/incomplete-sentences-and-tense-c8tp2d
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/incomplete-sentences-and-tense-c8tp2d
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/incomplete-sentences-and-tense-c8tp2d
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1864
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1864
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1864
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1864
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4872
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4872
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4872
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4872
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/fused-sentences-and-capital-letters-75h3ge
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/fused-sentences-and-capital-letters-75h3ge
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/fused-sentences-and-capital-letters-75h3ge
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1865
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1865
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1865
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1865
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4873
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4873
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4873
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4873
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/incomplete-sentences-6gw38t
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/incomplete-sentences-6gw38t
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1866
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1866
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1866
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1866
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4874
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4874
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4874
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4874


Friday  Fused sentences and 

comma splicing  
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=1867   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=146&

lesson=4875   

15/1/202

4  
A  

Monday  Starting with ‘and’  https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=1868   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=146&

lesson=4591   

Tuesday  Develop understanding 

of past tense  
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=1869   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=146&

lesson=4592   

Wednesday  Past simple tense  https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=1870   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=146&

lesson=4593   

 

  Thursday  Capitalising ‘I’  https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=3934   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=146

&lesson=4594   

Friday  Avoiding run-on 

sentences  
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=3936   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=146

&lesson=4595   

22/1/202

4  
B  

Monday  Fragments  https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=3938   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=146

&lesson=4603   
Tuesday  Avoiding fragments  https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=3939   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=146

&lesson=4605   
Wednesday  Independent clause  https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=3941   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=146

&lesson=4606   
Thursday  Subordinate clauses  https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=3943   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=146

&lesson=4607   
Friday  Subordinate clauses  https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=3945   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=146

&lesson=4608   

29/1/202

4  
A  

Monday  Subordinate 

conjunctions: 

although, unless and if  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=3946   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=146

&lesson=4610   

Tuesday  Subordinate 

conjunctions: even 

though, because and 

whenever  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=3948   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=146

&lesson=512   

Wednesday  Using multiple 

subordinate clauses  
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=3950   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=146

&lesson=513   

Thursday  Punctuating lists  https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=3951   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=146

&lesson=515   

Friday  
Punctuating lists in 

subordinate clauses  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=4883   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=146

&lesson=516   

5/2/2024  B  

Monday  https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=4884   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=146

&lesson=518   

Tuesday  

Punctuating speech  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=4885   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=146

&lesson=520   

Wednesday  https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=4886   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=146

&lesson=522   
Thursday  

Refining punctuation 

in creative writing  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=4887   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=146

&lesson=524   
Friday  https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=4897   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=146

&lesson=525   

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/fused-sentences-and-comma-splices-c4w6cc
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/fused-sentences-and-comma-splices-c4w6cc
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/fused-sentences-and-comma-splices-c4w6cc
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1867
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1867
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1867
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1867
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4875
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4875
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4875
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4875
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/starting-sentences-with-and-6rw34c
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/starting-sentences-with-and-6rw34c
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1868
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1868
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1868
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1868
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4591
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4591
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4591
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4591
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/when-it-happened-6mw6ac
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/when-it-happened-6mw6ac
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/when-it-happened-6mw6ac
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1869
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1869
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1869
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1869
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4592
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4592
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4592
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4592
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/past-simple-tense-cmv6ar
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/past-simple-tense-cmv6ar
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1870
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1870
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1870
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=1870
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4593
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4593
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4593
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4593
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/capitalising-i-75gpcr
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/capitalising-i-75gpcr
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=3934
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=3934
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=3934
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=3934
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4594
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4594
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4594
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4594
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/avoiding-run-on-sentences-c5h62t
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/avoiding-run-on-sentences-c5h62t
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/avoiding-run-on-sentences-c5h62t
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/avoiding-run-on-sentences-c5h62t
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/avoiding-run-on-sentences-c5h62t
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=3936
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=3936
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=3936
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=3936
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4595
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4595
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4595
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4595
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/fragments-c9gp4c
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/fragments-c9gp4c
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=3938
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=3938
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=3938
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=3938
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4603
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4603
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4603
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4603
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/avoiding-fragments-60w34t
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/avoiding-fragments-60w34t
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=3939
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=3939
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=3939
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=3939
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4605
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4605
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4605
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4605
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/independent-clauses-c8vkje
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/independent-clauses-c8vkje
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=3941
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=3941
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=3941
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=3941
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4606
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4606
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4606
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4606
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/subordinate-clauses-64w3ac
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/subordinate-clauses-64w3ac
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=3943
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=3943
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=3943
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=3943
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4607
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4607
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4607
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=4607
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/subordinate-clauses-c5hkgd
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/subordinate-clauses-c5hkgd
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=3945
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=3945
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=3945
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=146&lesson=3945
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February Half Term Holiday  

19/2/202

4  
A  

Monday        

Tuesday  Incomplete sentences 

and tense  
  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=4888   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=146

&lesson=527   
Wednesday  https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=4889   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=146

&lesson=529   
Thursday  

Incomplete sentences  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=4890   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=146

&lesson=531   
Friday  https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=4891   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=146

&lesson=533   

26/2/202

4  
B  

Monday  
Fused sentences and 

comma splicing  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=4892   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=146

&lesson=535   
Tuesday  https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=4914   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=146

&lesson=536   
Wednesday  

Direct speech: Varying 

punctuation and 

dialogue tags  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=4893   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=146

&lesson=538   
Thursday  https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=4894   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=146

&lesson=540   
Friday  

Direct speech – 

Moving dialogue tags 

and using pronouns  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=4895   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=146

&lesson=539   
4/3/2024  A  Monday  https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=4896   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=146

&lesson=541   

  Tuesday  
Breaking up direct 

speech with dialogue 

tags  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=4849   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=145

&lesson=472   
Wednesday  https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=4850   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=145

&lesson=475   
Thursday  Breaking up direct 

speech with dialogue 

tags and introducing 

additional speakers  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=4851   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=145

&lesson=477   
Friday  https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=4852   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=145

&lesson=479   

11/3/202

4  
B  

Monday  Punctuating speech 

correctly: Applying the 

rules when writing 

creatively  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=4854   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=145

&lesson=480   

Tuesday  https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=4855   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=145

&lesson=481   

Wednesday  

Sentence overview  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=4856   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=145

&lesson=482   

Thursday  https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=4857   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=145

&lesson=483   

Friday  
Grammar for writing: 

Sentence construction  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=4858   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=145

&lesson=484   

18/3/202

4  
A  

Monday  https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=4859   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=145

&lesson=486   

Tuesday  
Grammar for writing: 

Using semicolons to 

link main clauses  

https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=4860   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=145

&lesson=488   
Wednesday  https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=1

46&lesson=4861   
https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtualcurriculum?group=145

&lesson=489   
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Thursday  
Grammar for writing: 

The colon  
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Monday  
Grammar for writing: 

Using brackets and 

dashes  
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Wednesday  Grammar for Writing: 

Embedding skills to 

use a range of 

grammatical 

structures  
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